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Nehru And The Language Politics
Education in Korea gave Bhushan a new perspective to understand the relation between the two countries Understanding bilateral ties can shape global p.
Eurasia: How understanding bilateral ties can shape global perspective
This book provides a comprehensive view on rapidly changing India. It covers Indian culture, politics, economy and technology, as well as population and ...
An Introduction to Changing India: Culture, Politics and Development
Educated followers may indeed read his texts and use his arguments and visions for the emancipation of marginal communities, but Ambedkar appears in many different ways in the ordinary life of Dalits ...
BR Ambedkar isn’t just an icon of democratic politics. He’s also a folk icon
Asha Sarangi - Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, India ‘Language and the Making of Modern India will be valuable to scholars of Indian vernacular politics, regionalism, nationalism, and ...
Language and the Making of Modern India
Winning Bengal will hand a big reason to the BJP for overlooking multiple policy challenges: Social divisions, political unrest and economic hardships in the country." says Rajarshi Dasgupta ...
Left’s engagement with minority and identity politics is a strategic shift in Bengal
A day after 130th Ambedkar Jayanti, a letter written by India's first Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru to lady Edwina Mountbatten discussing Indian elections ...
Ambedkar Finds Mention In Jawaharlal Nehru's Very Personal Note To Edwina Mountbatten
In 1948, when he became involved in the language movement and began to move ... a strong foundation that India was able to endure. Not even Nehru’s best friend would claim he was without political ...
OP-ED: The father of Bangladesh
He, however, noted that in the language of historiography ... Economic and Political Weekly and Professor, Centre for Political Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University. Prof. Udaya Kumar, Centre ...
Does Historiography Transcend Anachronism?
which was a shining example of political unity. With Hindutva holding sway with the ruling party, a pet peeve of Modi-Shah-RSS (Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh) is that Nehru designed the new republic ...
'It is not easy to misappropriate Netaji'
NEW YORK -- America generally has had an uneasy relationship with the Non-Alignment Movement, which represents some 118 countries, mainly in the developing world. More than a half century ago ...
In Building U.S.-India Partnership, Ghosts of Alliances Past
The coronavirus pandemic is disrupting global politics at a time when democracy ... a pro-government mob attacked the campus of Jawaharlal Nehru University, one of India’s most prominent liberal ...
In Modi’s India, Rights and Freedoms Erode Further Amid COVID-19
who holds a doctorate for his thesis on 'Personality cult in Tamil Nadu politics: A study of the culture of Dravidian parties', from Jawaharlal Nehru University, tells A Ganesh Nadar/Rediff.com ...
'Dravidian parties have compromised on many issues'
NEW DELHI — Rahul Gandhi, an opposition Congress party leader and scion of India’s Nehru-Gandhi family ... Gandhi last week called off political rallies in West Bengal state where provincial elections ...
Asia Today: Indian opposition leader positive for COVID-19
NEW DELHI — Rahul Gandhi, an opposition Congress party leader and scion of India’s Nehru-Gandhi family ... Gandhi last week called off political rallies in West Bengal state where provincial ...
Rahul Gandhi, Manmohan Singh Test Positive for COVID-19
no member of the Nehru-Gandhi family has failed or abruptly opted out of politics. As a result, Congress leaders blindly follow them and do not wish to look beyond the Gandhis. It is now up to ...
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Priyanka's Sriperumbudur visit after two decades will put 1998 prophecy to the test
"Export has been stopped only five days back, Why? Who can they shift the blame onto? Jawaharlal Nehru isn't in charge, Narendra Modi is. He should step up to the plate. He is the Prime Minister.
Centre's Covid vaccine strategy 'abject failure': Priyanka Gandhi
Govind Ballabh Pant was an Indian freedom fighter and a key figure in shaping modern India alongside Mahatma Gandhi, Jawaharlal Nehru and Vallabh ... administrative and political career, he ...
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